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Our Latest Introductions



proudly 100%
employee owned

We're in the business of gardening because it nourishes the
body, elevates the spirit, builds community, and makes the
world a better place. 

For 40 years, our design & development team has been 
listening to our customers and solving gardening problems in 
creative ways. Thanks to them, many of our products can't be 
found anywhere else!

We donate 8% of our company profits to programs and 
organizations that are using gardening to improve the world.



LavaStone® 
Planters

Unique planters with a unique story! Made
with volcanic ash from an eruption of Mount
Pinatubo in the Philippines, these planters
have the look and feel of aged stone pottery,
with the lightweight versatility of plastic. An
elegant embellishment for your deck or patio.  



Corten Leaf      
Rim Planters

Laser cut leaf patterns add even more
character to these sturdy Corten steel
planters. And the distinctive look of Corten
steel goes beyond style — the patina of rust
that forms over time acts as a protective
corrosion-resistant coating, increasing the
durability of these planters. 



Chicken Wire 
Critter Fence

Secures your crops from critters and 
pets, while still allowing easy access 
for you to reach in or step over. Easy 
to assemble and install. Available in 
galvanized or black finish. 90” L x 
45” W x 16” H, assembled. 
Additional panels (sold separately) 
let you create an enclosure as large 
as you need.



Teardrop 
Teepee Trellis

Perfect in a pot or great in the
ground, this charming 47.25” tall
trellis provides helpful support for
sweet peas and flowering vines to
climb and bloom.



Available in cool tones that allow your plants
to be the stars, these planters offer the
unique, textured look of a clay pot, with the
lightweight, frost-resistant durability of
plastic planters. Paired with an innovative 2-
way self-watering system (wicking and
evaporation), these pots make a happy,
healthy home for your prized plants.

SELF-WATERING
FIBER CLAY POTs



If the critters snacking in your yard have a 
height advantage over shorter fencing 
options, try our elevated version, complete 
with latching gate for easy (human) access. 
At 46" high, it offers great protection 
against deer, bunnies, and other browsers, 
large and small. 

Tall Chicken
Wire Critter
Fence with Gate



Make your Exeter Arbor an even more
enchanting entryway by pairing it with
coordinating coir-lined planters (sold
separately). Add attention-grabbing color by
planting annual flowers or line your Exeter
Arbor with flowering vines to create a fully
filled-in trellis.

Exeter Arbor 
and Planters



Extend the classic lines and maximize the
vine growing space of your Exeter Arbor by
connecting two or more into an enchanting
tunnel. Each set of 8 connectors links two
arbors. Connect as many as you want with
additional connector sets!

Exeter Arbor 
Connectors



A perfect potted plant companion, Covington
plant stands can be adjusted to fit virtually
any medium-to-large size planter, adding
layers of height and depth to your garden.
With subtly ornate styling, these planters
offer an elegant combination of look and lift.
Available in 3 different sizes (sold
individually).

Covington
Adjustable
Plant Stands



For a more simple and natural look with the
same versatility, our GSC-designed
adjustable plant stand made from
sustainable bamboo, gives small-to-medium
potted plants a lift, adding a new dimension
of visual interest to your living room or
garden. Comes in set of 2, available in
Natural or Black. 

Adjustable
Bamboo 
Plant Stand



Make a statement in your garden with this
towering support. At nearly 8 feet, it’s so
tall, your beans may need a breather halfway
up! Made from sturdy and long-lasting
powder-coated steel, its hand-painted finish
gives it a finely-aged look, even newly-
installed. 

JarDIN TOWER
Plant Support



Protect your garden like you protect yourself
in summer, providing a buffer from the sun’s
rays and keeping buzzing pests away. This
all-cotton garden cover keeps tender plants
from getting a sunburn and insects from
munching your crops before you get a
chance. Drape directly over crops or attach
to garden hoops. 164" L x 100" W.

Cotton Summer
Weight Garden
Cover



Essex Roman
Arch & WALL
Trellis 
These coordinating, classically-inspired
supports fit perfectly with a more formal
design style. The Essex Roman Arch
creates an elegant entryway that invites
and guides visitors into your garden.
The Essex Wall Trellis turns blank
spaces into green spaces, giving
support for flowering vines that
instantly make the area more inviting
and more visually interesting.



Minimalist design, maximal harvest. Our
newest self-watering planter in fresh, modern
colors is perfect for patio and balcony
growing, supporting sturdy stems and
producing plump tomatoes. Includes 3-tier
trellis, with optional extensions (sold
separately). Add a Roller Ball Kit (sold
separately) for easy mobility. 2.75 gallon
reservoir, 36 quart soil capacity.

Oasis Self-
Watering
Tomato Planter
With Trellis



Tall, strong, and handsome, the Dea Arch
dazzles in royal blue. Paired with
coordinating coir-lined planters (sold
separately) and filled in with verdant vines
and colorful blooms, the Dea Arch creates a
striking look that’ll make your neighbors
green with envy.

Dea Roman Arch
And Planters 



Link multiple Dea Roman Arches into a
stunning allée. Each set of 8 arch connectors
lets you create a tunnel with 2 arches.
Connect as many arches as you want, with
more connector sets and more arches.

Dea Roman Arch 
Connectors
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